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Abstract: The book of Judith employs the noun cxavSaXov—a vox biblica—three 
times in quite different contexts: war (Jdt 5:1), sin (Jdt 5:20), and eating (Jdt 12:2). 
The purpose of this paper is to shed more light on the specific use the book of 
Judith makes of this noun. What does the word mean in its respective contexts? 
To what extent is its use influenced by the translated books of the Septuagint 
that might have been available to the author of the book of Judith? Furthermore, 
the question arises whether this specific linguistic feature enables us to get further 
criteria relating to the origin of the book of Judith: does it represent a translation 
from a Hebrew Vorlage, or was it originally written in Greek?

I. INTRODUCTION

The word <Dca.v5a.Xov is considered to be a vox biblica, that is, a word which does 
not occur in writings outside the biblical literature or in literature influenced by 
it.1 As for cognate words that could contribute to a better understanding of the 
use of trxävSaXov in Jewish and Christian writings, only few examples are 
quoted by scholars2: Except for one occurrence of axavSävwv [sic] in P.Cair.Zen. 
IV 59608, whose context is far from being clear, Aristophanes, Ach. 687, uses

1. See already Robert Helbing, Grammatik der Septuaginta. Laut- und Wortlehre 
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1907), 126-27; Gerard J. M. Bartelink, 
Lexicologisch-semantische Studie over de taal van de Apostolische Vaders. 
Bijdrage tot de Studie van de groeptaal der griek.se Christenen (Utrecht: Beijers, 
1952), 49.

2. See, e.g.. Gustav Stählin, "axavSakov xrX.,” TDNT 7:339-58 (339—40).

* I would like to express my gratitude to Jennifer Dines (Cambridge) who read a 
first draft of this article.
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o-xav5dÄ>]6pov ("stick in a trap“), albeit in a figurative sense: äveÄxutra; Epcora, 
o-xavSdÄ7]0p’ itrrä; erraiv, “he drags us [before the judge], presses us with 
questions, lays word-traps.”

Some centuries later, probably at the end of the second Century CE, a word 
from the same root occurs in a fictional letter contained in Alciphron’s 
collection of Epistulae, 3.22:3 A certain Polyalsos complains about foxes who 
have plundered his vines. In order to put an end to their undesirable activities, 
Polyalsos makes use of an instrument that he calls a-xavSäXrp näyrjv Ear^cra 
ent Ta; puapä; aXamExa; xpsaJtov t^; axavSaX»,; äTrapT^cra;, “I set a trap for 
those confounded foxes and hang a piece of meat on the trxavSäXr).“

3. For Alciphron. see M. Weißenberger. “Alkiphron,” Der Neue Pauly: 
Enzyklopädie der Antike (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1996), 1 :cols. 1548-49

’ 4. Stählin TDNT 7:340.
5. For a briet'overview of the LXX occurrences, see Juan Mateos. “Anälisis semäntico 

de los lexemas oxavSaXi^w y crxöväaXov,” Filologia Neotestamentaria 2 (1989): 57-92 (78). 
However, this article does not focus on the LXX use of the words in question.

Nevertheless, these scattered attestations of the root in question can hardly 
explain the biblical evidence. In fact, in the biblical writings, the noun has a 
certain ränge of concrete and abstract meanings. Hence, one cannot but agree 
with Gustav Stählin’s Statement: “There is no intellectual or abstract extension 
of the meaning of axävSaXov outside the Jew.-Chr. sphere.“4

In the translated books of the Septuagint, the word crxävSaXov is attested 
only fourteen times.5 To this might be added a handful of quotations in books 
not available in Hebrew. For example, the book of Judith employs axäväaXov 
three times in quite different contexts: war (Jdt 5:1), sin (Jdt 5:20), and eating 
(Jdt 12:2). The purpose of this paper is to shed more light on the specific use the 
book of Judith makes of this noun. What does the word mean in its respective 
contexts? To what extent is its use influenced by the translated books of the 
Septuagint that might have been available to the author of the book of Judith? 
Furthermore, the question arises whether this specific linguistic feature enables us 
to get further criteria relating to the origin of the book of Judith: does it represent a 
translation from a supposed Hebrew Vorlage, or was it originally written in 
Greek? In this latter case, what conclusions can be drawn from this hypothesis?

2. Jdt 5:1: EÖrjxav ev toT; Trsäiot; axavSaXa

The first occurrence of axavSaXov is to be found in Jdt 5:1: oi utot laparjX 
TrapsaxEudo-avTO ei; TröXcgov xai Ta; StöSou; t^; öpetwj; o-uvEXÄEiaav xa'i etei/taav 
rracrav xopu<p>)v dpou; inp’lXoü ’̂ ^av ev toi; tteSi'oi; axävSaXa "the sons of 
Israel had prepared for war and ... they had blocked the highland passages and 
fortified all the summits of the high mountains and had set traps in the plains“ 
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(NETS). At first glance, the sense of this long sentence does not give rise to 
major difficulties. The activities mentioned concern obviously the fortification 
of strategically important places in Order to prevent the Assyrian army from 
occupying Judea.

The vocabulary resembles both biblical and nonbiblical Greek, at least 
partly. It will suffice to quote three examples:

• The expression napaaxevä^opai el; noXepiov is attested in Thucydides. Hist.
3 .13 (TOpatTxeuä^ea-Sai re e; röv TroXejzov). Polybius. Hist. 27.19.1 
(7rapa<Txeua£oggvov; ei; rov irepi KoiXr(; Supia; iroXegov). and Diodorus Siculus. 
Bibl. 18.2.4 (Trapaaxeua^optevojv ei; vroXegov). Moreover. it occurs even in a 
translated text of the LXX, in Jer 6:4: 27:42. and later in the New Testament in
1 Cor 14:8.

• The same holds true for the military use of auyxXeiw: Both in biblical and in 
nonbiblical Greek the verb might refer to the siege of a city (Josh 6:1) or to 
the closing of doors or the opening of closed city gates (Isa 45:1: Xenophon. 
Anab. 7.1.15).

• That a city or a place of Strategie importance is fortified (verb Tetxii/a) is an 
idea common to biblical and nonbiblical texts (Lev 25:29: Hos 8:14; 
Thucydides. Hist. 1.91). Especially. the idea that the top of a mountain 
(xopu<4»j) is fortified can be found in Josephus. J. II'. 4.55.

To be sure, it will prove difficult to find exact parallels for each of the quoted 
expressions of Jdt 5:1 in the extant Greek literature. Nonetheless, it should be 
underlined that they are understandable against the background of biblical and 
nonbiblical Greek texts.

So far so good. A rather more difficult case is the phrase E0>]xav ev roT; 
TrsSioi; axävbaXa in Jdt 5:1. Of course, if, on the one hand, the tops of the 
mountains are to be fortified, on the other, the plains cannot represent a gate- 
way for the Assyrian army under Holofernes' command. In other words, the 
defenders have to take measures across the plains so as to frustrate any enemy 
invasion. By contrast to the aforementioned expressions, the idea of laying 
axavSaXa in the plains raises several questions: (I) To what kind of object does 
the word axdvSaXa refer? (2) In which texts can the expression Tt0>)gt axavSaXov 
be found? (3) What are its equivalents in non-biblical Greek?

(I) Interestingly, with regard to the first question, in the extant manuscripts 
of the book of Judith, no real variant of axavSaXa is attested, except the singulär 
axavSaXov in manuscript 392 which dates from the tenth Century. Fürther, the 
Vulgate, whose divergences from the Septuagint of the book of Judith are 
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notorious,6 does not offer a Latin translation of the expression in question. Only 
the fortification measures set in motion in the mountains are mentioned: ac mon- 
tium itinera conclusissent. Finally, in the numerous in-depth descriptions of 
wars and campaigns by ancient authors (e.g., Polybius, Diodorus Siculus, 
Josephus), there is no mention anywhere of a trxävSaÄov that would fulfill the 
function it has in Jdt 5:1, that is, to hinder the advance of enemy troops. In the 
absence of older or Contemporary occurrences in the extant non-Jewish litera- 
ture, it would be tempting to recognize a relationship between crxävSaÄov and 
crxavääÄt), the word which turns up in Alcyphron’s letter in the context of hunting 
(see above). Whatever the axavSäÄt] might be, the trap itself or a part of it, this 
quite isolated occurrence can hardly explain Jdt 5:1. The Jewish population 
certainly did not set fox-traps against well-equipped Assyrian troops.

6. See, e.g., Robert Hanhart, ludith, Septuaginta 8.4 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1979), 15.

7. Morton S. Enslin, The Book of Judith: Greek Text with English Translation, 
Commentary and Critical Notes (Leiden: Brill, 1972), 85: “apparently axavSaXa here 
signifies barricades of some sort, as snares or pitfalls."

8. Carey A. Moore, Judith: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 
AncB 40 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1985), 157.

9. Debora Levine Gera, Judith (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2014), 191, 196.
10. Jose Vilchez Lindez, Tobias y Judit. Nueva Biblia Espafiola (Estella: Editorial 

Verbo Divino, 2000), 299.
11. Barbara Schmitz and Helmut Engel, Judit: Übersetzt und ausgelegt. HThKAT 

(Freiburg: Herder, 2014), 159, 163.

(2) As for the Septuagint evidence, where the second question is concerned, 
it is true that nowhere are crxävSaÄa said to have been employed in order to stop 
an enemy army. However, to the best of my knowledge, the closest parallels to 
Jdt 5:1 are to be found in some Septuagint texts which are probably earlier than 
the book of Judith. As follows from at least two passages, a crxävJaÄov is “set” 
(verb or Trpooriö^fzi), that is, it is used on purpose. In fact, its function is 
to make a person stumble. In at least one case, stumbling is to be taken literally: 
Lev 19:14: cmvavTt ru^Äoü oü Ttpocrötja'Et; axavSaXov [MT: miksol], “you shall 
not put an obstacle before a blind person”). In another occurrence, one might 
hesitate between a literal and a figurative Interpretation: Ps 139[140]:6: s/öpEva 
rptßou cxävSaÄov [MT: moqsim] eSevro ptot, “near the path they set an obstacle 
for me.” In the light of these two texts in Greek and Hebrew, the phrase sElqxav 
ev tch; tteSi'oi; cxävJaÄa requires the following interpretation: the crxävSaXa are 
probably obstructions or barricades which were meant to make the Assyrian 
army “stumble” in the case of an attack. Therefore, modern commentators 
translate the word in this sense: “obstacles” (Morton Enslin ), “traps” (Carey A. 
Moore,  Debora Levine Gera ), “emboscadas” (Jose Vilchez Lindez ), and 
“Hindernisse” (Schmitz, Engel).

7
8 9 10

11
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(3) With regard to the third question, however, the problem is more com- 
plex than it first appears. Was the text understandable in antiquity? 
Unfortunately, ancient commentaries on the book of Judith are missing. 
However, it is striking that even in the first centuries CE Christian commentators 
feit obliged to paraphrase the noun axavSaXov when it occurs elsewhere in the 
Bible, either in the Old Testament or in the New Testament. In his commentary 
on Ps 139:6LXX, Theodoret of Cyrus {Interpr. Ps., PG 80, 1944) gives an 
equivalent for each of the three words 7rayi;, oyoiviov, and oxavSaXov: FlayiJa 
5s, xai cryoivia, xai axavSaXa, Ta; Siacpöpou; ^TnßouXä;, toü; Xo^ou;, tcu; eveSpa?, 
“trap, nets, and obstacles [he calls] various schemes, ambushes, and ambuscades.” 
He explains that these nouns are to be understood in a figurative sense, the 
metaphors being borrowed from the field of hunting where cords, traps and nets 
are used (efprjxe 3e Taura rpoTnxw?, ex gETa^opä; rwv 6r)p£u6vrwv xai äpTrsSova;, 
xai Troääypa;, xai Sixrua Siarsivovrwv, Interpr. Ps., PG 80, 1944). Commenting 
on the New Testament quotation “it is inevitable that oxavSaXa should come” 
(Luke 17:1), John Chrysostom asks {Hom. Matt., PG 58, 574): What is the 
meaning of Ta axäväaXa? His answer is “hindrances on the right way” (ra 
xwXügara t^; öp0^; öSoü).  The patristic evidence should not be overestimated. 
Nevertheless, one question still remains open: could the word axavSaXov be 
understood by readers or hearers who did not share a Jewish or a Christian 
background? This possibility should not be ruled out a priori. Nevertheless, one 
has to bear in mind that the more common words for “ambush” are Äo^o; and 
eveSpa, the nouns quoted in the abovementioned commentary by Theodoret. It 
suffices to recall one example, Josephus, Ant. 14.399: “Antigonus laid snares 
and ambushes in the passes and places most proper for them” (Avriyovo; rwv 
wapoSwv toü; ETnr^Sfii'ou; tottou; svsSpai; xai Xö^oi; xarsXdgßavEv).

12

13

12. Another example can be found in Theodoret, Interpr. Ps. (PG 80, 1952, on Ps 
140,9): <WÄa|öv pe am TrayiSo;, avveimja-avTO poi, xai ötto axavääXwv twv dpya^opevwv 
r>]v avopiav. Twv TrayiJwv toutwv xai twv axavJäXwv ^pv^poveucre xai £v tw npo toutou 
<paXgw. nayiäa; 3e xai axavSaXa to; ^mßouXa; xaÄef, wv aTraXÄay^vai TrapaxaÄei.

13. See also Polybius, Hist. 3.40.12: ol äe Boioi mivevre; aüroü t>;v rrapovaiav, £v Tiai 
Spupoi; irotpäo-avTSi £veäpa; äpa tw TrapeXfleiv ei; tov; üXwJei; tottou; rravTa^oflev aga 
npoamaövrei ttoXXoü; aTtexTeivav twv 'Pwpaiwv. “The Boii had heard of his approach, 
and posting ambuscades in a certain forest attacked him from all sides at once as soon as 
he reached the wooded country, and killed many of the Romans.”

3. JDT 5:20: ETriaxEtpögsSa öri sv auroi; crxävSaXov roüro

At the end of his discourse to Holofernes, Achior considers two alternatives. If 
Israel has not sinned against his god, he will protect his people (see also Jdt 
11:10); therefore, the Assyrian military campaign will be doomed to failure 
(Jdt 5:21). If, however, Israel has sinned, the military campaign against them 
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will be successful (Jdt 5:20). The crucial question is how Achior and the leaders 
of the Assyrian army will find out if Israel has sinned. Do they have to send 
spies to the entrenched Israelite soldiers in order to get some Information out of 
them, as Vilchez Lindez supposes?14 Be this as it may, the criterion this decision is 
based on is the existence of a mcavbdXov, precisely axavSaXov toüto of which the 
Assyrians have to gain knowledge (Etticrx.^op.EÖa). Of course, the demonstrative 
pronoun toüto suggests that the aforementioned sins (ei (dv eotiv ayvo^pta ev tw 
Xaw toutüj xai ä^apTavouatv ei; tov Seov aÜTÖiv) represent the real axavSaXov.15 
Anyway, if the Assyrians become aware of this axavSaXov, what does it consist 
in? No doubt the axavSaXov is hardly a material obstacle. Perhaps the noun has 
undergone a metaphorical extension by analogy with the noun Trpöaxopqza. 
While the literal meaning “stumbling” is still visible in expressions like Xiöo; 
TrpoaxoptpiaTi (Isa 8:14) the figurative meaning predominates in the LXX (see 
e.g., Exod 23:33; 34:12). In some quotations, however, the meaning seems to 
oscillate between both of them, for example, in Sir 34:16: oi ö4>9aX[zoi xupiou sm 
tou; äyaTrwvTa; aurov.... 4>uXax>) änb Ttpo<DcöpLp.aroi; xai ßo^ÖEia ärrö mraiasw;, 
“the eyes of the Lord are on those who love him.... He is a guard against 
stumbling and a help against falling.” In Rom 14:13,7rpöaxo|zpia is even a kind of 
synonym of axavSaXov: “not to put a stumbling block or an obstacle for one’s 
brother” (pj Ti9svai Trpoaxoptpia tw äSsX^ü axavSaXov). When axavSaXov has a 
figurative meaning, normally it is accompanied by a dative of the person 
interested, that is, for whom someone or something represents a axavSaXov. King 
Saul, for instance, agrees to give his daughter Michal to David in the expectation 
that she will become a axavSaXov for him (1 Kgdms 18:21: Swaw afrnjv a.mü xai 
sarai at/rw et; axavSaXov16). Yet, such a dative or other equivalent is missing in Jdt 
5:20. Surely, it can easily be deduced from the context that the relationship 
between Israel and God is at stäke.17 However, nowhere eise in the Septuagint is a 
possible sin of Israel referred to as a axavSaXov in relation to God. In this regard, 
the formulation of Jdt 5:20 has no exact counterpart in the Septuagint.

14. Vilchez Lindez. Tobias y Judit, 310.
15. Enslin, Book of Judith, 92: “axavSaXov toüto ... is substantially equivalent to the 

preceding äyvoijpaTa [sic].”
16. In Ps 68:23LXX, no dative is used but the preposition svwmov.
17. For this idea and the tbllowing considerations on idolatry, see the article by 

Daniela Scialabba in the present volume.
18. This question remains open in the detailed analysis of Achior’s speech by Barbara 

Schmitz, Gedeutete Geschichte: Die Funktion der Reden und Gebete im Buch Judit, HBS 
40 (Freiburg: Herder. 2004), 116, who States: “Der Erfolg der Assyrer hängt somit von der 
Bedingung ab, ob das Volk Israel durch sein Verhalten selbst in die Falle geht.”

What does the axavSaXov really consist of?18 Achior’s discourse is quite 
enigmatic.19 It is possible that an Israelite reader or hearer of the book of Judith 
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could not help but think of idolatry, especially if he was familiär with the 
language of the Septuagint. In fact, several times the Septuagint establishes a 
connection between foreign gods and the axavJaXov they represent for Israel or 
for humans in general (e.g., Judg 2:3; Ps 105:36LXX; Wis 14:11). Such an idea is 
also suggested by the LXX text of Hos 4:17: p.ETo/o; däwXcov E<f>pat(i e'9>]xev 
sau™ crxäväaXa, “Ephraim, an associate of idols, placed stumbling blocks 
against himself’ (NETS).20 Is it therefore idolatry which represents the specific 
axavSaXov in Jdt 5:20, that is, the event or action which creates the “obstacle”21 
lying between Israel and his God? At first glance, this interpretation is not too 
far-fetched—even if Judith herseif explicitly excludes a recent incident of 
idolatry in Israel (Jdt 8:18). Nevertheless, this was possibly the interpretation of 
the text suggested to the Israelite reader or hearer. From the mouth of an enemy 
officer, who is a member of the hateful Ammonite people, he or she would learn 
that this axävSaXov could have serious consequences. In other words, Achior—a 
pagan who later will join the Jewish people (Jdt 14:10)22—would implicitly 
remind the Israelites of a possible great guilt before their god. Still, is Holo
fernes, the fictitious addressee of Achior’s speech, supposed to take the 
crxävSaXov as an allusion to idolatry? If so, would he be capable of under
standing that idolatry is an offense toward the God of Israel? Obviously, no 
definite answer to this question is possible. The fact remains that the nature of 
the cxavSaXov is obviously not the crucial problem in Achior’s discourse.23 
What Achior and Holofernes want to find out is if an “obstacle” really exists and 
if it prevents the God of Israel from interventing in favour of his people.

19. See the recent analysis by Roger Gil and Eberhard Bons. "Judith 5:5-21 ou le 
recit d’Akhior: Les memoires dans la construction de Pidentite narrative du peuple 
d’Israel,” FT 64 (2014): 573-87 (585-86).

20. The LXX Version diverges much from the MT. See Eberhard Bons. Jan Joosten, 
and Stephan Kessler. Les Douze Prophetes: Osee, La Bible d’Alexandrie 23.1 (Paris: 
Cerf. 2002). 95.

21. Vilchez Lindez, Tobias y Judit, 309, renders the word o-xävJaXov by "obstäculo.”
22. The role which Achior plays in the book of Judith is analyzed by Adolfo 

Roitman, “No One Spoke Ul of Her ”: Essays on Judith, ed. James C. VanderKam, ECL 2 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992). 31-45.

23. Nevertheless, on a narrative level, the allusion to a axdvSaXov might prepare 
"the way to Judith’s lying speech, for she will supply [Holofernes] with precise details 
about the Israelites' alleged sin (11:11-15)” (Gera, Judith, 216).

4. Jdt 12:2: 'iva. py] yEv^rat crxävSaXov

In Jdt 12:1, Judith is invited to have a meal with Holofernes. Although she 
accepts the invitation, she refuses to take from the dishes and the wine offered to 
her. Instead, she prefers eating the food which she had brought with her. When 
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invited once more by Holofernes, she does not change her behaviour, eating 
only what her maid had previously prepared (Jdt 12:19). What is the reason for 
this refusal? Judith's answer is: tva (zyj yevYjrai axavSaXov.

As a guest, Judith is wary of eating anything which is not in compliance 
with Jewish dietary laws.24 On the one hand, her refusal is in line with other 
biblical and nonbiblical texts that report analogous behaviour (e.g., Dan 1:8; Tob 
1:11; Jos. Äsen. 7:l).25 On the other hand, in a previous Statement, in Jdt 11:12, 
Judith had justified her flight from Bethulia by a serious transgression committed 
by the inhabitants of the besieged city. Concretely, her concem was to escape from 
a population which was willing to eat “what God by his laws has forbidden them 
to eat’’ (oaa SiEaretXaTO auTof? ö 6eö; rot? vöfzot; aÜToO (zyj cfayetv). Her attitude is 
therefore entirely consistent: neither in her home town nor in Holofemes’s tent 
does she eat anything whose consumption is against Jewish laws.

24. See Moore. Judith. 218: Judith "did not know what his fancy foods were and 
whether they were prohibited to the Israelites."

25. See Eberhard Bons. “Manger ou ne pas manger avec les etrangers? Quelques 
observations concernant Gn 43 et le roman Joseph et Aseneth." RHPR 93 (2013): 93- 
103: Gera. Judith. 370-71.

26. Moore. Judith. 217. fiIIs this gap in translating 'iva pij yevYjrai axavSaXov by "lest 
it be an offence to God."

27. For a similar interpretation, see Gera. Judith. 371.
28. See also Vilchez Lindez. Tobias y Judit. 400: “El autor piensa en los lectores 

judios de su relato. A tln de que se identiflquen mäs facilmente con la heroina Judit, hace 

How is the word axavSaXov to be understood in Jdt 12:2? The quotation has 
in common with Jdt 5:20 that a dative is missing.26 If there is a axavSaXov, who 
will be scandalized? Judith’s servant who is supposed to be a Jewish woman? 
Nothing is said about her feelings, which would be hurt by Judith eating with 
Holofernes. Likewise, it remains open what Holofernes in this fictitious scenario 
is supposed to understand. What kind of axavSaXov would be created in his 
view? This question remains unanswered. Has a possible axavSaXov which con- 
sists in eating impure dishes an impact on the relationship between God and 
Israel? In the light of Jdt 11:11-12, this conclusion is not impossible. 
Determined as she is to kill Holofernes, she needs the divine protection in order 
to execute her plan. Therefore, she is not willing to compromise her relationship 
with God by a sin against the impurity laws.

Perhaps the reader or hearer of the book of Judith is able to perceive this 
nuance. Aware of the fact that a possible äyvoYj^za of Israel can represent a 
axavSaXov (Jdt 5:20), he or she is supposed to understand in Jdt 12:2 as well that 
Judith has to avoid at any cost a new axavSaXov arising.27 In sum, the text 
alludes perhaps to the fact that Judith is concerned about obeying Jewish dietary 
laws.28 However, except for the quite enigmatic answer iva (zy) yEVYjrai 
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crxavSaXov, she does not provide any explicit justification of her refusal to eat 
with Holofernes. Once again it should be underlined that this usage of crxavSaXov 
is not prepared by other LXX texts.

6. CONCLUSION

To sum up, the author of the Book of Judith employs the noun cxavdaXov in 
three contexts:

• a <TxcwäaXov is a kind of barricade preventing troops from occupying a 
country (Jdt 5:1),

• a possible crxaväaXov on the part of Israel can represent an "obstacle“ for God 
who withdraws his protection from Israel (Jdt 5:20).

• a axavSaXov might consist in a transgression öl' impurity laws by Judith which 
could cause her plan to fail (Jdt 12:2).

None of these three instances has an exact counterpart in the other Septuagint 
texts. In the extant Jewish literature in Greek of the Hellenistic and Roman era 
(including Philo and Josephus), the noun crxavSaÄov does not occur anywhere 
eise. Certainly, nobody doubts that the author of the book of Judith had a deep 
knowledge of the already available Septuagint texts and their theological 
vocabulary. Therefore, it is possible that the author borrowed the noun 
cxäväaÄov from the Septuagint writings. However, he employed it in other 
contexts and in another männer. In principle, in the case of Jdt 5:1, cxavSaXov 
could be the rendering of a possible Hebrew Torlage miksol or möqes. By 
contrast, it is questionable if this could be the case in the two remaining 
instances. If Jdt 5:20; 12:2 were translated from Hebrew, the Hebrew use of the 
corresponding noun would be quite different from what appears in the MT. In 
fact, why does the text leave open the question as to who is or who will be 
scandalized by Israel’s or Judith’s attitudes? Perhaps, these two quotations make 
a strong case for the hypothesis that the book of Judith was not translated from 
Hebrew but written in Greek, albeit in a Septuagint style.29

que esta rechace la oferta de Holofernes por escrüpulos de conciencia acerca de la 
pureza-impureza de los alimentos.”

29. Por this hypothesis. see Jan Joosten. "The Language and the Milieu of the Book 
of .1 udith.“ in: MeghiUot: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls I I/; .1 Festschrift for Devorah 
Dimant (Jerusalem: Bialik Institute. 2003). *159-* 177: .1. Corley. "Septuagintalisms. 
Semitic Interference, and the Original Language of the Book of Judith.“ in Studies in the 
Greek Bihle. edited by .1. Corley (Washington. DC: Catholic Biblical Association of 
America. 2008). 65-96.


